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NEWS AT J.B.BODA

Our Chairman Mr. Atul Boda, one among the distinguished speakers with his highlights on 

“Should all parties give up their conditions for the best interest of the insurance industry” 

at the FAIR Virtual Workshop deliberating on the subject 

“Reinsurance Renewal Season: Reshape or Withdraw” conducted on 28th October 2021



PRIME STORY
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Global risk experts lean in to drive inclusive insurance

The International Conference on Inclusive Insurance (ICII) highlighted that while economies

in the northern hemisphere slowly begin to recover, many uninsured people in low and middle-

income markets have been hit hard by illness, death, loss of employment or business

interruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

“COVID-19 has made a significant and disproportionate impact on the poor and vulnerable,

especially those in emerging economies,” said Luxembourg minister of finance and keynote

speaker at the conference Pierre Gramegna.

“The pandemic has raised awareness of sustainability risks and acted as a catalyst for the green

transition. However, we need to ensure that this transition is inclusive: Green and social are

two sides of the same coin. Microinsurance, especially when leveraging digitalisation, is a

crucial tool to increase social inclusion and help the most vulnerable populations adapt to the

effects of the climate crisis but also to support health and livelihoods in a crisis such as this

pandemic,” he said.

Microinsurance landscape study

The findings of this year’s Landscape of Microinsurance, which was launched, identified an

increase of 49% of people covered by some form of inclusive insurance compared to the

previous study, although the value of sums insured has declined.

Despite this encouraging growth in uptake, around 90% of emerging consumers in the 30

countries covered still lack protection based on reported data. This is a stark reminder that the

pace must pick up if the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals are to be achieved.

“The results of the 2021 landscape show that health microinsurance has continued to gather

momentum,” said Microinsurance Network executive director Katharine Pulvermacher.

“The pandemic accelerated this trend, supported by insurers and others who, in many cases,

added telemedicine and health information services to help their emerging customers.

Nevertheless, in many cases health microinsurance provides financial aid to help pay hospital

bills, rather than covering medical expenses and there is still a vast need to invest in better

health outcomes generally, leveraging insurance and associated risk management approaches,”

she said.
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Microinsurance in the spotlight

The protection gap remains wide and COVID-19 has once again underlined the urgent need for

low-cost, accessible insurance products tailored specifically to low and middle-income

populations. The insurance sector is committed to closing the gap.

The role of microinsurance in mitigating the impact of climate change is also under the

spotlight. “Inevitably, the focus over the past two years has been the pandemic,” said Munich

Re Foundation vice chairman Dirk Reinhard.

“In particular, COVID-19 has raised awareness of the resilience that insurance can build as a

risk management tool. It has also accelerated trends such as digitalisation and highlighted the

growing need for public-private partnerships,” he said.

Yet climate change remains the greatest existential risk for billions of people worldwide.

Extreme weather events are increasing in frequency and severity, and low-income countries

with a large proportion of poor and vulnerable communities - especially small-scale farmers -

are already disproportionately impacted.

“Affordable risk management including national and multi-national schemes as well as

individual insurance is needed to establish a reliable safety net and prevent millions from

falling back into poverty following a disaster,” said Mr Reinhard.

The five-day conference, which attracted more than 1,000 experts working to develop

insurance markets that serve the needs of more than 4bn people who are currently excluded,

will also showcase examples of inclusive insurance products rolled out during the pandemic.

The ICII brings together representatives from insurance and reinsurance companies, brokers,

distribution channels, technology providers, investment funds, international organisations,

NGOs and development aid agencies, as well as academics, policymakers and insurance

supervisors from more than 100 countries.

Source: Asia Insurance Review
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IRDAI issues revised guidelines for trade credit insurance

The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (Irdai) issued revised

guidelines for trade credit insurance that will come into effect on 1 November 2021. The

revised guidelines on trade credit insurance appears to be positive step that may enable

suppliers and licensed banks and other financial institutions get insurance protection and assist

them with country political risk, tap into new markets and handle non-payment risk better.

The political risk cover is available only in the case of buyers outside India and in respect of

those countries agreed upon, according to the Irdai circular. Political risks include operation of

a law or an order restricting the transfer of payment from the buyer’s country to India. They

also include war between the buyer’s country and India and civil war, rebellion, revolution,

insurrection or other disturbances in the buyer’s country.

Source: LiveMint.com

Health Insurers see huge surge in Non Covid claims

Covid claims have dropped from the peak however insurers are experiencing higher non Covid

claims since September 2021 onwards, mostly on account of dengue, respiratory diseases and

other viral diseases. There has been increase in the accidental injuries due to ease in the lock

down. Incidences of acute coronary syndrome, sudden heart attacks and cardiac arrest have

gone up by 40% in the past six to eight months, even the stable patients are reporting

emergencies especially in cardiac department.

Covid brought down health claims last year as people were locked in, avoided hospitalisation

and delayed elective surgeries, however things are changing rapidly.

Source: Times of India
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Insurance sector M&A to boost IRDAI's revenue

Whether the insurance mergers and acquisitions (M&A) benefits the acquiring company or not, it

certainly boosts up the revenue of Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India

(IRDAI), said a senior official.

For the year ended 31.3.2020, IRDAI had earned a sum of about Rs 71.9 million as

amalgamation fee, the official not wanting to be quoted told IANS. For the current year, the one

mega deal that IRDAI has to give its nod is the amalgamation of Exide Life Insurance with

HDFC Life Insurance.

The general insurance sector saw stake sale/purchase last year. Paytm acquired Raheja QBE,

HDFC Ergo acquired Apollo Munich, Sachin Bansal bought DHFL General Insurance, and

Bharti Axa General was acquired by ICICI Lombard. The IRDAI gets an amalgamation fee of

1/10th of one per cent of Gross Direct Premium written in India by the transacting entities during

the financial year preceding the financial year in which the application is filed with it subject to a

minimum of Rs 5 million and maximum of Rs 50 million.

The primary revenue for IRDAI is an annual licence renewal fee from the insurers. According to

IRDAI, the insurers pay a licence renewal fee of 1/20th of one per cent of the gross direct

premium underwritten in India subject to a minimum of Rs 500,000 and a maximum of Rs 100

million. The IRDAI oversees the insurers including their financial health, market activities and

others.

When queried on the rationale for charging an amalgamation fee from the transacting companies

over and above the licence renewal fee, senior IRDAI officials had no valid answers. "If IRDAI`s

oversight is correct then the processing of the amalgamation transactions should be smooth and

fast," a senior industry official told IANS preferring anonymity.

Another senior industry official, not wanting to be quoted, told IANS: "Processing the merger

transaction by IRDAI is a complicated activity. The regulator has to see the solvency of the

transacting companies, actuarial calculations, market dominance post amalgamation and other

aspects." For FY20, IRDAI had earned a sum of about Rs 1650 million as licence fee from

life/non-life and reinsurers.

With about 200 employees, the IRDAI had logged a total income of about Rs 2680 million during

FY20 and the excess of income over expenditure was a whopping Rs 1024.4 million. The

IRDAI`s asset side of the balance sheet for FY20 is about Rs 18,050 million of which Rs 16445.9

million consists of investments/fixed deposits, current assets (cash and bank balances, loans and

advances, and others), the official added.

Source: Zee Business



Protesters spill 1,000 litres of fake oil at Lloyd’s of London

Climate protesters spilled a 1,000 liters (220 gallons) of fake oil outside Lloyd’s of London,

part of a campaign to draw attention to the finance industry’s financing of fossil fuels.

The activists were protesting the insurance marketplace’s underwriting of fossil-fuel projects,

including a tar sands pipeline in Canada. Police arrested one protester for criminal damage after

Insurance Rebellion dumped the plant and water-based liquid onto the street outside Lloyd’s

from the back of van.

The actions are part of a global day of protests timed to raise awareness of finance’s role in

climate change ahead of the COP26 climate summit in Glasgow. While some finance firms are

pledging themselves to net zero targets, with some lenders divesting from fossil fuel extraction

and others funding projects that could slow or reduce carbon emissions, protesters want a total

and immediate cessation of funds for fossil fuels.

Swedish environmentalist Greta Thunberg is expected to join a march through the City of

London this afternoon alongside representatives of Pacific countries most effected by climate

change. Standard Chartered Plc and Barclays Plc are among the lenders being targeted,

according to a press release.

Source: Bloomberg.com

Swiss Re to invest $123M in Paytm Insurtech

Digital payments major Paytm announced that its associate, Paytm Insuretech (PIT), has

entered into a strategic partnership with Swiss Re under which the reinsurer will pick up 23 per

cent stake in PIT. Swiss Re will invest (by way of equity shares and compulsorily convertible

preference shares) approximately $123M crore in PIT for an aggregate stake of 23 per cent on

a fully diluted basis.

“As part of Paytm’s financial inclusion offering, this partnership is in furtherance of the

company’s mission to bring half a billion Indians into the mainstream economy,” Paytm said.

Swiss Re is investing alongside Paytm’s Vijay Shekhar Sharma. This follows the

announcement of the acquisition of Raheja QBE by Paytm Insuretech.

The investment by Swiss Re and the acquisition of Raheja QBE by Paytm Insuretech are

subject to regulatory approval.

Source: Hindu Business Line
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DISCLAIMER

This document is intended for general information purposes only. We do not accept any responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions therein / therefrom.

We have not verified the contents of this document and we do not vouch for their authenticity. We hereby disclaim any responsibility or liability in these regards.

Any statements, facts, figures, opinions, beliefs or views contained in this document do not necessarily reflect our sense, opinion or view and we cannot be held responsible or liable for them.

Nothing herein contained shall constitute or be deemed to constitute a recommendation or an invitation or a solicitation or a suggestion for any party, person,  product or service.

Reproduction or distribution of this document without our permission is strictly prohibited.

All disputes subject to Mumbai jurisdiction only.

Head Office:

Maker Bhavan No. 1, Sir Vithaldas Thackersey Marg, Mumbai 400 020 (INDIA)

Telephone : + 91 22 6631 4949 / 6631 4917 * Telefax : + 91 22 22623747 / 22625112

E-Mail : jbbmbi@jbbodamail.com * Web : http://www.jbboda.net * Follow us on   fa Li

For any further enquiry regarding J.B.Boda Group kindly write to jirafe.vinayek@jbbodamail.com
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